IT ASSET MANAGEMENT

COMPLIANCE
OPTIMISATION SERVICE
Trustmarque’s Compliance Optimisation offers you a
comprehensive review of your licence obligations, entitlements
and corresponding compliance needs.

What are the
deliverables?
When we undertake a compliance
assessment of your software
estate, you can expect to receive:

Why undertake Compliance
Optimisation?

•

Completing a compliance assessment and optimisation project
will enable you to:

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Fully understand your IT environment before a large desktop
migration or refresh
Mitigate risk by ensuring compliance before vendor audits
Prevent overspend on unnecessary software
Achieve a position of strength for vendor negotiations, as you
will have complete awareness of your software estate
Review ROI by understanding software consumption
Improve operational efficiency by identifying process
anomalies

•

A summary sheet of your
compliance position with a linebyline calculation of applications
A detailed report of your licence
agreement and position,
with clear explanations and
commentary
A vendor awarded certificate of
licence compliance (only available
for specific vendors)

We are a vendor approved partner
We are officially recognised by a number of vendors for our
capabilities within software asset management (SAM) and IT
licensing. Work we undertake for you relating to specific vendors
will be certified so you can receive tangible validation of your
licence position from the vendors themselves.
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Our compliance software knowledge

Why Trustmarque?

We regularly undertake reviews of the leading SAM tools, enabling
us to select the most appropriate compliance solution for your
specific requirements, should an inventory and/or licence
management solution be required on either a project or
permanent basis.

Our specialist knowledge

Modular approach
Trustmarque believes in absolute clarity when discussing
compliance optimisation with customers. To enable you to make
clear and informed choices regarding the professional services
available from us, our compliance management services are
divided into 3 phases, 8 modules and 4 service levels, all of which
mean that you know exactly what to expect.
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Having provided licensing services
to organisations for over 30 years,
our experience and knowledge in
software licensing is second to none.
We understand that compliance
regulations can be complex and
assessment is typically costly and
time consuming task for organisations
to undertake. With our wealth
of specialist knowledge and
experience in compliance
management, we can undertake your
assessment quickly and with minimal
cost.
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